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I. INTRODUCTION

Recent CERN experiments with antiprotonic atoms@1#
have renewed interest in the question of the comparison
the proton and neutron density distributions in the surfa
region of large nuclei. It has been known for years that ha
ronic, in particular kaonic, atoms provide a means by whi
the extreme tail of the nuclear density distribution may
studied including the isospin structure and nuclear corre
tions @2#. Two methods have been used@3–9#, each of which
gives information in the region roughly 2.0 fm beyond th
half density radius:~1! observation of the x-ray cascade i
hadronic atoms and extraction from the resulting data of
atomic level widths and shifts and~2! studies of the particles,
particularly mesons, emitted following the capture of th
hadron.

Method ~1! provides only very limited information since
for most nuclei only one level width and shift can be me
sured. Method~2! can in principle provide much more infor
mation; particularly it can differentiate captures on proto
from those on neutrons. Unfortunately, it has proved diffic
to obtain reliable information as a result of uncertainties co
cerning both the initial capture states and the final state
teractions.

The new experiments of Ref.@1#, involving antiprotons,
have two very strong advantages. First, they differentiate r
sonably clearly between thep̄p and p̄n annihilations, thus
ensuring that the neutron and proton distributions can
separately estimated. Second, they involve antiproton
sorption which is more distant from the nuclear half-dens
radius than the earlier experiments mentioned above.
shall show that the absorption occurs in a region around
fm beyond the half-density radius.

The idea of the experiments of Ref.@1# is to detect
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‘‘cold’’ nuclei, following the absorption of antiprotons in
antiprotonic atoms, by radiochemical methods. By ‘‘cold’’
here we mean nuclear states of very low energy, less than
neutron emission threshold. Characterizing a nucleus ofN
neutrons andZ protons by (N,Z) the reactions are

~A! p̄1(N,Z)→(N,Z21)1mesons,
~B! p̄1(N,Z)→(N21,Z)1mesons.
Thus (A) involves predominantly interactions of thep̄

with protons and (B) similarly with neutrons. It is the pos-
sibility of distinguishing reactions~A! and ~B! experimen-
tally which is the first advantage of the method of this pape
using the experiments of Ref.@1#.

The extreme surface nature of the process considered h
arises first from the high orbital angular momentum of th
p̄, but this is well known and was exploited in earlier experi
ments@3–9#. The new circumstance, which points to an eve
more peripheral character of the considered reaction, is t
detection of final nucleiin spite of meson production in
(A) and (B). On the average there are four to five meson
emitted and to leave a finalZ21 orN21 nucleus they must
all avoid collision with it. This can happen only if the anni-
hilation takes place at the far nuclear surface.

The basicNN̄ interactions are needed for the study of this
paper. They are limited by several phenomenological param
eters: the range of theNN̄ annihilation, absorptive parts of
the scattering amplitudes, pion production multiplicities, an
pion momentum distributions. These are taken from othe
experiments but the effects of the uncertainties must b
quantified. Once the final and initial states are understoo
one can interpret the ratio of processes~A! and~B! in terms
of ‘‘neutron halos’’ or ‘‘neutron skins’’ and attribute quan-
titative meaning to these terms. Qualitatively, we shall se
that the analysis of the CERN experiments@1# shows a large
neutron excess at the nuclear surface of several heavy nuc
This result complements similar findings in the sub-Coulom
neutron pickup reactions@10#.

One purpose of this paper is to provide a description o
the nuclear capture of the atomic antiprotons. Of main inte
est is the fraction of single-nucleon captures which leave
1832 © 1996 The American Physical Society
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cold nuclei in the various final states corresponding to ca
ture by protons and neutrons. Difficulties in the way are tw
fold. First, theNN̄ annihilation is a complicated process wit
many degrees of freedom involved. Second, the init
atomic state of the antiproton and the final states of the
sidual nuclei are not certain. Fortunately, the importance
the first difficulty is much reduced as a result of the lar
energy release in thep̄ absorption. As a result, a closur
approximation over nuclear final states together with hi
energy approximations for the annihilation mesons may
applied, yielding classical formulas for the absorption rat
The latter are expressed by integrals of nuclear densi
weighted by a probability to find the antiproton inside th
nucleus and by a probability to find the final nucleus le
undestroyed by the annihilation products. The last two pro
abilities are calculated on the basis of the antiproton and p
optical potentials. Their dependence on the initial atom
state, final state interactions, and parameters of thep̄ and
pionic nuclear optical potentials is studied in Sec. II.

In Sec. III, the experimental data of Ref.@1# is used to
obtain information concerning neutron halos. It is necess
to use detailed models for the nuclei involved and we co
sider four such models. These are the Fermi gas, shell mo
Hartree-Fock, and Hartree-Fock-Bogolyubow~HFB! mod-
els. Comparison of the experimental data of Ref.@1# with
these models is described and the situation concerning
neutron halo discussed. The advantages and limitations
the method are indicated.

II. NUCLEAR ABSORPTION OF ATOMIC ANTIPROTONS

Antiprotons bound into atomic orbits cascade down t
atomic levels to be ultimately absorbed by the nucleus. T
latter happens at the extreme nuclear surface and the abs
tion probability is significant even at distances as large
twice the nuclear radius@3,8,9#. Two effects create such a
situation. First, the mean free path of antiprotons in nucle
matter is less than 1 fm, and second, the atomic casc
tends to populate states of high angular momentuml . The
peripherality of capture allows the use of standard low de
sity simplifications: quasifree scattering and a single-parti
picture of the nucleus. It also facilitates the description of t
final mesons, a vital point in understanding the absorpt
experiments of Ref.@1#. On the other hand, the disadvantag
and difficulty inherent in studies of the nuclear surface a
related to the sensitivity to range effects.

This section presents a description of the antiproton
sorption mechanism. First, a simple phenomenological p
ture based on the optical potential model is presented. N
two special questions—final state interactions and ran
effects—are discussed, again in a phenomenological way
more detailed justification of the phenomenological a
proach, including its basic assumptions and limitations,
given in two consecutive subsections. These consist o
rather technical discussion which may be omitted by read
more interested in the nuclear structure results.

The tool to describe the antiprotonic atomic level shif
and widths is an antiproton-nucleus optical potentialVopt.
The simplest one is usually@8,9,11# assumed to have the
form
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Vopt~R!5
2p

mNN̄
tNN̄r~R!, ~1!

wheremNN̄ is the reduced mass,r(R) is a nuclear density at
a radiusR, and tNN̄ is a complex scattering length. As the
range of theNN̄ interaction is finite the densityr(R) in-
volved in Eq.~1! is assumed not to be the ‘‘bare’’ nuclear
densityr0(R) but a folded one:

r~R!5E dur0~R2u!y~u!, ~2!

wherey is a form factor that represents theNN̄ force range.
For the absorptive part ofVopt an annihilation range of 1 fm
might be expected from models of theNN̄ annihilation but
the range in the real part is more uncertain.

The lengthtNN̄ in Eq. ~1! is extracted from antiprotonic
atomic data. The most precise x-ray measurements have b
done for the 3d and 4f states in the oxygen isotopes@8,9#,
and fits to these givetNN̄ of about21.5–i2.5 fm @11,12#.
This value yields a deep and strongly absorptive optical po
tential. At the nuclear center ImVopt would be 200 MeV and
the related mean free path would be well below 1 fm. How
ever, it should be kept in mind that both the form and th
strength ofVopt are tested only in the surface region of nu-
clei. In particular, ImVopt is determined by the atomic level
widthsG via

G54
p

mNN̄
ImtNN̄E dRr~R!uC N̄~R!u2, ~3!

where C N̄(R) is the atomic wave function. Since only
atomic states of high angular momental are available and
C N̄'Rl , the absorption strength is peaked at the surface.

The nuclear absorption scenario is visualized in Fig. 1~a!
for the nucleus58Ni which, as the simplest one to describe
will be our reference case. We show theR dependence of the
integrand in Eq.~3!, W5ruC N̄u2R2. The surface nature of
the p̄ capture is seen there in more detail, confirming th
qualitative arguments just projected.

The capture of thep̄ by the atom and the subsequen
cascade through thep̄ atomic levels are a consequence o
processes which are difficult to describe in detail. The sim
plest description is that the cascade is entirely through th
‘‘circular’’ orbits, i.e., those with principal quantum number
n5l 11. This assumption is far too extreme in detail but is
sufficient for our purposes as the dominant feature we r
quire is the value ofl for the p̄ and not the value ofn. The
reason for this is that thep̄ atomic wave functions in the
region of the nucleus are dominated by the value ofl .
Henceforth we consider only circular atomic orbits.

There are two special atomic states singled out in th
capture process. One is the so-called ‘‘upper’’ level whic
usually is the last one that can be detected before the casc
ing p̄ is absorbed. One can learn the width of this upper sta
by measuring the intensity loss of the x-ray transitions. I
58Ni, and in many other nuclei, the nuclear absorption i
most likely to happen from this level. The next circular stat
below is called the ‘‘lower’’ one. Sometimes, one can mea
sure the shape of the x-ray lines feeding this lower stat
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Such measurements are possible only when the width of
lower state is in the range of a few keV and, additionally, t
rate of radiation from the upper state is comparable with
absorption rate from that state. The capture probabilit
from several circular states are given in Table I. The low
state widths are usually larger than the upper state widths
two orders of magnitude. That is due to the smaller or
radii and reduced centrifugal barriers. However, the abso
tion density profile is not changed dramatically as may
seen from the ratio of these densities given in Fig. 1~a!.
Hence the possibility of capture from the lower level is n
expected to affect our subsequent conclusions.

The localization of nuclear capture in the surface regi
depends on the range of theNN̄ forces. One way to find this
range is to useNN̄ potential models. Another, perhaps mo
advantageous, is to fit the atomic and low energy scatter
data. An early choice was to use charge density profiles
the r @8,9,11#. This is equivalent to folding a form facto
y(u) in Eq. ~2! with a rms radius of 0.8 fm. More recently
Gaussian profile form factors exp@2(r/r0)

2# with longer
range have been used@12,13#. Typical best fit values are
r 0i'1 fm ~for ImV) and r 0r' 1.5 fm ~for ReV). On the
other hand, calculations based on theNN̄ potentials yield
average rangesr 0i of 0.75 fm up to 1.45 fm@14,15#, the
differences being due to different handling of the off-she
extensions. An effect of the range is shown in Fig. 1~a!. A
longerNN̄ absorption radius broadens the region of nucle
absorption. The related effect on then/p ratio is shown in
Fig. 1~b! and discussed later.

TABLE I. Atomic results. Columns 2 and 3 contain the princ
pal quantum numbern and the angular momentuml . For the re-
maining columns: c.p. is the nuclear capture probability calcula
under the assumption that the circular atomic staten5nupper11 is
fully occupied,sA215 GA21/G tot is the branching ratio for the cold
capture, andsnp5 Gn /Gp is the ratio of captures on neutrons t
protons. The AD model andRnp50.63 were used.

Element n l c.p. sA21 snp

58Ni 4 3 0 0.095 0.69
5 4 0.16 0.097 0.69
6 5 0.83 0.110 0.70
7 6 0.01 0.150 0.71
8 7 0 0.220 0.71

96Zr 6 5 0.24 0.106 4.67
7 6 0.72 0.128 5.30

130Te 7 6 0.05 0.096 1.77
8 7 0.93 0.122 2.00

144Sm 7 6 0.01 0.075 1.39
8 7 0.75 0.085 1.46

154Sm 7 6 0.01 0.087 3.65
8 7 0.75 0.099 3.98

176Yb 8 7 0.23 0.097 3.34
9 8 0.75 0.124 4.07

232Th 7 6 0 0.073 3.94
8 7 0 0.091 4.64
9 8 0.31 0.098 5.00
10 9 0.69 0.127 6.20

238U 9 8 0.29 0.106 6.55
10 9 0.71 0.138 8.24
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Optical model calculations based on theNN̄ interaction
potentials@14,16–18# indicate that the lengthstNN̄ required
in such calculations bear no simple relation to the empiric
S-waveNN̄ scattering lengths. The latter give an optical po
tential with a repulsive real part while empirically it is attrac
tive. The conclusion is that RetNN̄ is of a complicated and
uncertain structure. At the extreme nuclear surface it reflec
a long attractive tail of the pion exchange forces, and abo
the nuclear radius it may turn to repulsion due to repulsiv
scattering lengths and is rather uncertain at nuclear mat
densities. On the other hand, the phenomenological best fi
ImtNN̄ represents the cumulative effect of theS- and
P-wave absorptive amplitudes, and can be well understo
in terms of the free ImtNN̄ . The calculated optical potentials
indicate a structure more complicated than that given by fo
mula ~1!, but cannot reproduce the data as accurately as
latter with empirical best fit parameters. As a result, in th
calculation we use the phenomenological approach. T
level widths discussed so far reflect all modes of the nucle
absorption of antiprotons. The initial stage, an elementa

i-

ted
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FIG. 1. ~a! The total antiproton absorption densities from th
‘‘upper’’ n56 , l55 orbit in 58Ni: Wl for the NN̄ annihilation
ranger 051 fm andWs for the ranger 050.75 fm. The dot-dashed
line is a ratio of twoWl for subsequent circularn55 andn56
atomic states.r0 is a ‘‘bare’’ neutron density. Normalizations are
arbitrary.~b! The (A21) ‘‘cold’’ antiproton absorption density on
a neutron fromn56 circular orbit in 58Ni. Al given by the inte-
grand of Eq.~4! for theNN̄ annihilation ranger 051 fm andAs for
the ranger 050.75 fm.r0 is a ‘‘bare’’ neutron density. Normaliza-
tions are arbitrary. Missing probabilities~left scale!: Pmiss, solid
line, is due to phase space alone, andPmiss, dash-dotted line, is
calculated with corrections for the experimental pion momentu
distribution. The flat dashed curve isPdh from the HFB model.
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NN̄ annihilation, generates an energy of 2 GeV, of which 3
is the kinetic energy taken by the final state mesons. T
mesons may excite the residual nucleus via inelastic sca
ing and absorption. To calculate the total widths one su
over the unobserved nuclear excited states. The large en
release and peripherality allow us to use closure over
nuclear states. As a consequence, the effective ImtNN̄ is close
to the absorptive part of the freeNN̄ scattering amplitude.
That is no longer true when the final nuclear states are l
ited to some particular states, as is the case of the exp
ments of Ref.@1# in which radiochemical methods were use
to detect ‘‘cold’’ nuclei. In these experiments, final nucle
excited up to the neutron separation threshold only can
detected. Residual nuclei of higher excitations would dec
by a neutron emission before being detected by the rad
chemistry. In the next subsections, the spectrum of allow
excited states is related to the rearrangement of the nucle
within the nucleus and to the interactions of the final sta
mesons.

Now, to explain our aim, we give a simplified resu
which will be proven and refined later. Lets denote the
quantum numbers of the annihilated nucleon~neutron or pro-
ton!, the antiproton atomic orbital (n,l , j ), and the final state
of the residual nucleus~any nucleus or cold nucleus!. We are
going to prove a simple expression for the partial absorpt
width Gs corresponding to the ‘‘cold’’ nucleus formation. In
the limit of the zero-range force this reads

Gs54
p

mNN̄
Imt

NN̄

s E dRuC N̄~R!u2rs~R!Ps~R!. ~4!

In this expression, a functionPs is introduced to describe the
formation of the required final states. It is a product of tw
termsPs5Pmiss3Pdh. The dominant factor inPs is Pmiss,
the probability that the mesons originating at pointR do not
excite the residual nucleus~missing probability of Ref.@1#!.
The other final state factorPdh is related to the final nucleus
rearrangement and happens to be less significant. Exam
of these functions are given in Fig. 1~b!. The integrand in Eq.
~4!, including theR2 factor, is the absorption density fo
those processes that lead to cold (A21) residual nuclei. It is
shown asA in Fig. 1~b!. In comparison to the full absorption
densityW given in Fig. 1~a! it is shifted to the periphery by
almost 1 fm. It is this shift which enhances the surface nat
of the process measured in Ref.@1# and makes it particularly
interesting for studies of nuclear surfaces.

Now, we derive Eq.~4!, calculatePmiss, Pdh, and hence
Ps , and study the effects of the finite range ofN̄N interac-
tion.

A. Nuclear NN̄ annihilation and final state interactions

The aim of this section is to calculate the rate of nucle
N̄ annihilations that lead to cold final nuclei. This is done
several steps.

~1! An amplitude for theNN̄ annihilation into mesons
tNN̄→M is assumed and introduced into the nuclear transit
amplitude in the impulse approximation.

~2! The meson emission probabilities are calculated a
summed over the mesonic and nuclear final states. For
isolatedNN̄ annihilation this procedure would produce th
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absorptive cross section and, via the unitarity condition, t
absorptive amplitude ImtNN̄ . For nuclear captures leading
only to cold nuclei we limit the summation over final state
to the states of elastic meson-nucleus scattering. This lim
summation generates an effective ImtNN̄ again, but now it is
folded over nuclear factors due to the final state interact
of the mesons.

~3! To simplify our considerations, effects related to th
finite range of the reaction—propagation of the final meson
resonances, recoil effects, nonlocalities due to external fie
and the size of the mesonic source—are discussed at the
of this section.

Assume that an antiproton in an atomic state characteri
by quantum numbers collectively denoted byn annihilates
on a nucleon in a single-particle statea into k mesons with
momentapi , i51–k. In the impulse approximation, the
transition amplitude for this process is

An,a5E C
N̄

n
~x!wN

a~y!tNN̄→M~x,y,j!)
i

w̄M~pi ,j i ,b!,

~5!

whereC N̄(x) is the atomic,wN(y) the nuclear, andwM the
mesonic wave functions. The latter describes scattering st
and corresponds to the ingoing boundary condition. The fi
state of the nucleus is not specified; in the spirit of the im
pulse approximation it is the initial nucleus that is left with
hole in the single-particle statea. Additional nuclear excita-
tions follow nonelastic interactions of the mesons. Sta
generated in this way are denoted by an indexb in the me-
sonic wave functions.

The transition amplitudetNN̄→M(x,y,j) is not known in
detail. What one needs for atomic studies is, basically,
elastic Imt

NN̄

s
extended to the off-shell region. The momen

tum extension is related to the range dependence, expre
in terms of theNN̄ relative coordinatex-y. As already dis-
cussed, this is fairly well known, contrary to the range d
pendence in the mesonic coordinatesj. The kinematic con-
ditions are special since both theN andN̄ are bound and the
pair energies fall below theNN̄ threshold. Even at these
energies, the nuclear momenta reach 1–2 fm21 and the scat-
tering matrix should include at leastS andP waves with all
possible spin states. The relevant partial cross sections
partial absorptive amplitudes ImtNN̄ could be calculated from
potential models of theNN̄ scattering. Such a procedure i
adopted in some optical potential calculations@14,16–19#,
even though the partial wave analysis of theNN̄ scattering
does not exist. Unfortunately, the problem discussed her
more involved and uncertainties are larger. We aim, rather
a semiphenomenological ‘‘effective ImtNN̄’’ as used in the
phenomenological optical potential.

To calculate the absorption widths, we take the squ
modulus of the amplitudes~5!, sum over the final pionic
channels, and integrate over the phase space. We also
over the final nuclear states and in this way arrive at
expression for the partial absorption widthsGs ,

Gs54
p

mNN̄
E C N̄~x!wN

a~y!I s~x,y,x8,y8!C̄N̄~x8!w̄N
a~y8!,

~6!
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where

I s5(
b

(
k
E dLE djE dj8tNN̄→M

s
~x,y,j!wM~p,j,b!

3w̄M~p,j8,b! t̄
NN̄→M

s
~j8,x8,y8!. ~7!

Here, the integrationdL runs over pionic Lorentz-invariant
phase space restricted by the energy conservation andk is
the pion multiplicity. For an isolatedNN̄ system, at or below
the threshold,I s in Eq. ~7! is related by unitarity to the ab-
sorptive part of the elasticNN̄ scattering amplitude

I s5Imt
NN̄

s
~x2y,x82y8!d~R2R8!, ~8!

whereR5(x1y)/2 is theNN̄ center-of-mass coordinate.
For an annihilation inside the nucleus this free space u

tarity relation is not true since, in the external field, th
propagation of the intermediate particles in Eq.~7! changes.
If Eq. ~8! is a good approximation, then theN̄ optical poten-
tial is directly related tot

NN̄

s
. Detailed calculations@14,16–

19# show that, in the surface region, the optical potential
indeed related tot

NN̄

S
but it is not the case in the nuclea

interior. As we are only interested in the surface region a
propriate closure approximations may still be made. The
tal point is the restriction of possible processes to those le
ing the nucleus in a state of low excitation. First we discu
the chance that the mesons created in thep̄ annihilation
would leave the residual nucleus in such a state. Anot
excitation mode, the rearrangement, is discussed afterwa

The spectrum of mesons consists essentially of pions
which a sizable fraction is correlated intor and v reso-
nances. These heavy mesons have substantial energy w
and after some 1 fm propagation range turn into pions. T
multiplicity of pions ranges from 2 to 8 with an average 4–
and the average momentum is as large as 2 fm21. Nuclear
interactions of these pions may be absorptive, inelastic,
elastic. Those involving a pion absorption occur on two
more nucleons and hence produce (A22) or lighter nuclei.
The inelastic processes end up with excited nuclei. Th
may be the (A21) nuclei of interest since the dominan
mechanisms involve single-nucleon excitation modes:D and
higher resonances. For medium and heavy nuclei, and pio
energies around the energy of theD, the inelastic cross sec
tions reach 0.5 b@20#. However, the main strength is locate
much higher than the neutron emission threshold. Below t
threshold, cross sections are typically 1–10 mb@21#. On the
other hand, the elastic cross sections are very large and r
1 b @20#. Hence, the rate for production of cold nuclei
given essentially by the elastically scattered waves. We s
see that this enables us to use an optical potential descrip
In addition, in the bulk of the phase space, the pions are
enough to allow an eikonal description. Following this, th
wave function for each pion is taken in the form

w̄M
~2 !~pj!5exp@ ipj2 iS~p,j!#, ~9!

with S calculated in terms of the pion-nucleus optical pote
tial,
ni-
e

is
r
p-
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S~p,j!5E
0

`

dsFAS p22UoptS j1
p

p
sD 2pG . ~10!

The functionS is calculated in a quasiclassical way by inte
grating the local momentum over the straight line trajector
Because of nuclear excitations and pion absorption, th
wave is damped with a rate described by ImS. The latter is
generated by the absorptive part of the pionic optical pote
tial ImUopt. This damping follows the whole path of a pion
but the main effect comes from regions of large nuclear de
sities and not from the region around the place of creatio
j. We assume that all functionsS(p,j) are related to the
central point of annihilationR which is theNN̄ c.m. coordi-
nate. Effects of the source size are discussed later, join
with consequences of the propagation range of the hea
mesons. The assumption that the emission of mesons occ
from the central point substantially simplifies our calcula
tions. With the mesonic wave functions~9!, which enter Eq.
~7!, the total momentum of the mesonsP separates to give a
plane wave form. Some additional dependence onP is still
there but, as we show later, it is rather weak. One cons
quence is that theNN̄ system c.m. ‘‘conservation’’
d(R2R8), which arises in the free unitarity relation~8!, is
also a good approximation in the nuclear case~7!. Now the
final state pion interaction factors that enter Eq.~7! may be
collected into a function

Pk~R!5 K) Uexp@2S~pi,R!#U2L , ~11!

which is a product of the eikonal factors within each multi
plicity k. It has to be averaged over the multiplicities and th
pionic phase space weighted by some unknown moment
dependence generated by thet matrix forNN̄ processes giv-
ing mesons,tNN̄→M . The expectation is that the momentum
dependence ofPk is weak as compared to the momentum
dependence oftNN̄→M since the former is determined by the
nuclear size and the latter by the size of annihilation regio
Thus one may expect the unitarity condition to hold approx
mately, provided the averages ofPk in Eq. ~7! are factored
out. This averaging is now performed and in this way on
arrives at

I s'Imt
NN̄

s
~x2y,x82y8!d~R2R8!Pmiss~R!, ~12!

where the ‘‘missing probability’’ is given by

Pmiss~R!5(
k
wkE dL f~pi !

3) uexp@2S~pi,R!#u2/(
k
wkE dL f~pi !.

~13!

The integration extends over the restricted Lorentz pha
space weighted by an experimental multiplicity distributio
wk , for k from 2 to 8@22,23#. In order to check the assump-
tions, factorsf (pi) have been introduced into Eq.~13!, while
pure phase space and constantt matrices correspond to
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f51. This probability density selects those pionic intera
tions that do not excite the residual nucleus.

Calculations ofPmissare performed in a Monte Carlo pro
cedure. The optical potential for pions must cover a wi
momentum range from the threshold up to 0.9 GeV but
phase space favors a region just above theD resonance. This
potential is related to the pion-nucleon forward scatteri
amplitudes and in this way to the pion-nucleon cross s
tions. That method is well established around theD @24#.
Here, this procedure is extended to cover also higher re
nancesN11* and N13* which are described by Breit-Wigne
amplitudes. The two-nucleon absorption mode is taken i
phenomenological form@25#. Performing these calculation
one finds that~1! high energy expansion of the square root
Eq. ~10! is satisfactory,~2! higher resonances cannot be n
glected, and~3! the black sphere limit is a good approxima
tion in dense regions. In particular,Pmiss(R) is changed by
less than 10% with an inclusion of the two-nucleon abso
tion. The latter, being of ther2 profile, operates in the region
where the black sphere limit is well fulfiled. An example o
calculatedPmiss(R), given in Fig. 1~b!, is close to a purely
geometrical estimate that relates it to the solid angle s
tended by the nucleus, as viewed from the pointR @22#.
Nevertheless, the gray zone at the nuclear surface makes
effective radius of an equivalent black sphere difficult to pr
dict off-hand.

The Pmiss(R) calculated in this way is at best semiqua
titative, but the proximity of the strong absorption lim
makes the result fairly independent of the details of the a
nihilation. One question remaining is that the phase sp
alone does not reproduce the experimental momentum di
bution of a single pion@26#. To remove this discrepancy
additional factorsf (pi), which generate the correct distribu
tion, have been introduced into the average~13!. The new
Pmiss(R) is shown in Fig. 1~b!. We see that it differs only
slightly from the pure phase space result. As the correct
procedure is uncertain and the change is below experime
uncertainties we follow the pure averaging procedure o
phase space in the remainder of our calculations.

In the surface region of interest, the missing probabiliti
Pmiss rise linearly with the distanceR. That is a fortunate
result. It makesPmiss rather insensitive to the size and stru
ture of the annihilation region which is actually located in
small sphere aroundR. The same applies to the effects of th
r andv mesons. These may propagate some distance
point R8 and decay into pions there. Those events are
proximately confined to within a sphere centered atR of a
radius roughly equal to the particle’s velocity multiplied b
its lifetime, i.e.,'1 fm. Again, the linearity ofPmiss(R8)
makes an averaged pionic missing probability equal
Pmiss(R).

Let us turn now to other corrections. The annihilatio
happens at the nuclear surface and is confined to a regio
a small diameter. Nevertheless, effects of the nucleus sho
be considered. These are theNN̄ center-of-mass motion, ex
ternal field, and Pauli principle in the intermediate states.
the far surface region, most of these effects have been fo
small in optical model calculations. Now we discuss brie
their implications for reactions with a final ‘‘cold’’A21
nucleus. The first elementary effect, due to the presence
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the nucleus, is theNN̄ center-of-mass motion with respect to
the residual nucleus. It is given by the recoil energy, i.e., b
a Fourier transform oftNN̄(E2P2/4M ) overP, the c.m. mo-
mentum in theNN̄ system. It is known in kaonic atoms@4,5#
that a narrow~30 MeV or less! resonance close to the thresh
old induces a propagation range as large as 1 fm and affe
strongly the peripherality of nuclear capture. Extensive e
perimental efforts have given no clear evidence for narro
resonances in theNN̄ system, close to the threshold. There
fore we assume here that transition matricestNN̄→M are in-
dependent of energy. As a result, the annihilation is fast, t
c.m. of theNN̄ system may be considered fixed in the ab
sorption process, and the factord(R2R8) is justified in Eq.
~12!. On the other hand, an effect of the c.m.-motion arise
due to the dependence of the pionic functionsS(pi ,R) on the
total momentum of mesonsP. It induces some nonlocality in
the variableR2R8 but the effect enters in the second orde
of a small quantityP/~pion momentum!. Numerical studies
described earlier indicate a nonlocality of a 0.1 fm rang
negligible in comparison to the 1 fm range involved in th
relative coordinatex-y.

B. Range effects

In the limit of zero-rangeNN̄ interactions, the formula~6!
for the partial absorption width may be expressed in terms
nuclear densities. For interactions with a finite range, th
single-particle wave functions involved may be reduced on
to mixed densities. However, for simplicity and historica
reasons, one wants to have an approximate expression
terms of the true densities. At the nuclear surface, this can
done with good precision, at least for the absorption rat
summed over all nucleon states. The standard relation@27#
that allows this is

(
a

w̄ i
a~y8!w i

a~y!'r i~Y! j 0@kF~Y!uy2y8u#, ~14!

whereY5(y1y8)/2 , kF is an effective local Fermi momen-
tum which may be calculated in the shell model, andi5p or
n. In a similar way, we express the angular averaged atom
wave functionsC̄C by

1

2l11(m C̄
N̄

n
~x8!C N̄

n
~x!'uC

N̄

n
~X!u2$Dn~X2X8!

1O~X/nB,X8/nB!% ~15!

which is an expansion in the inverse Bohr radius of the orb
1/(nB).

Finally, to handle theNN̄ interaction range, we assume a
separable approximation for the scattering matrix in Eq.~12!,
tNN̄5y(x2y,r 0A2)tNN̄

0
y(x82y8,r 0A2), where y are the

Gaussian form factors with the range parameterr 0. This al-
lows for a simple transformation to relative coordinates an
reduces Eq.~6! into a folded density expression@14#. For the
capture rates one has now

Gs54
p

mNN̄
Imt

NN̄

0 E uC N̄~Y!u2y~Y2X,r 0!
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f Xr i~X!Pmiss
s SX1Y

2 D , ~16!

where f X is a factor that collects together a large part of t
finite-range effects,

f X5E duy~u,2r 0! j 0@kF~X!u#D~u!. ~17!

The factorf X equals 1 in the limit of zero-range force, wit
a normalized form factory. For a typicalNN̄ absorption
range of r 051 fm, values of f X in the range 0.5–0.6 are
obtained. These are almost constant in the nuclear sur
region of interest and may be taken out of the integral.
our analysis involves only ratios of the widths, the actu
values off X are unimportant.

The summation in Eq.~14! selects capture events that lea
to single-hole nuclear states. These do not correspond to
experimental conditions which require cold final nuclei o
more precisely, nuclei either in the ground states or in sta
excited below the neutron emission thresholdTn . To ac-
count for this point we limit the sum over the initial nucleo
states in Eq.~10! to those that leave the final nucleus wit
excitation energies less thanTn12 MeV, where 2 MeV is
allowed for neutron kinetic energies. At the surface almo
all single-particle~s.p.! states of sizable overlap with the
atomic antiprotons contribute to the sum. The experimen
cutoff that eliminates deeply bound nucleons becomes
~small! correction, which we call a ‘‘deep hole’’ factor. It is
defined as the ratio of a limited sum of single nucleon de
sities to the total sum,Pdh(X…5(a

ltdwa
2/(awa

2 .When imple-
mented into the partial width formula, it produces

Gs~cold!54
p

mNN̄
Imt

NN̄

0
f XE uC N̄~Y!u2y~Y2X,r 0!

3r i~X!Pdh~X!PmissSX1Y

2 D . ~18!

This is our result and now we turn to practical, mod
calculations of the basic ingredients in this equation.

III. CALCULATIONS OF NUCLEAR DENSITIES

For the first test we use an asymptotic density~AD! model
for the nucleus. It follows, essentially, the Bethe-Sieme
approach@28# but it also incorporates larger phenomenolog
cal input, i.e., charge density distribution, neutron and pro
separation energies, and the difference between the rms
of proton and neutron densities. At central densities a Fe
gas of independent protons and neutrons is assumed.
Fermi momenta are determined by the densities and
Fermi energies are fixed by the separation energies. T
gives the depth of the potential well which, in the surfa
region, is extrapolated by the Woods-Saxon form. The d
sities are given by the exponential damping of the nucle
wave functions due to the potential barriers. For protons
Coulomb barrier is added and potential parameters~half-
density radiusc and the surface thicknesst) are fitted to
reproduce the experimental charge density down to 5%
the central density. For neutrons the samet is used whilec is
he
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chosen to obtain the rms radius equal~or larger by 0.05–0.10
fm in the heaviest nuclei@29#! to the rms radius of proton
density. This model is expected to generate average lev
densities. Shell effects and correlations are not proper
taken care of.

As a second method to determine neutron and proton de
sities we have used a self-consistent Hartree-Fock~HF!
theory with the effective two-body Skyrme-type interaction
Since our aim in using the HF method was rather unusua
i.e., to find nucleon densities at the extreme tails of th
nuclear matter distribution~at distances of 8–15 fm from the
center!, a few remarks about its practical implementation
seem to be in order here. The necessary practical condition
the use of a HF code not restricting in any way the asymp
totic form of the s.p. wave functions. This condition exclude
all codes using the harmonic oscillator basis. In the prese
work we have applied the code solving the HF equations o
the spatial mesh, in which all fields and densities are e
pressed in the coordinate representation.

The most severe restriction of the results presented is t
imposed spherical symmetry. It allows enormous simplifica
tion of solution; in particular, the HF equation takes the form
of a differential equation in the radial variable for each pai
of the conserved s.p. quantum numbersl and j . We used 100
mesh points in the radial coordinate, in a box of the size o
25 fm, and put as a boundary condition that the values of th
wave functions at the far end of the box be equal to zero.

The density matrix is obtained by summing contribution
from the lowest s.p. orbits. If necessary, the contribution o
the last orbit is calculated in the filling approximation; i.e.
an appropriate occupation probability, smaller than 1, is a
sociated with this orbit.

The asymptotic form of the radial s.p. wave function for
large r corresponding to the s.p. energy eigenvalueenl j is

Rnl j~r !5wl S 1r Dexp~2kr !/r , ~19!

wherek5A(2m/\2)uenl j u andwl is a polynomial with the
dominant term being a constant, so that the contribution
the asymptotic density is proportional to exp(22kr)/r2. For
proton orbitals there is an additional exponential factor, com
ing from the Coulomb barrier and modifyingkp , which is
very important for distances in question, i.e., between 7 an
15 fm. Although at very large distances from the center th
neutron-to-proton density ratio is proportional to
exp@2(kp2kn)r#, wherekn andkp are directly related to neu-
tron and proton separation energies, respectively, at distanc
near thep̄ absorption peak usually a few neutron and proto
orbitals contribute significantly to the density and a mor
detailed analysis is necessary to evaluate the latter.

Single-particle binding energies~Fermi levels! important
in the determination of nuclear density tails are not repro
duced exactly with existing effective Skyrme forces. In ad
dition, calculated spherically symmetric densities for de
formed nuclei lack quadrupole correlations whicha priori
may for their own sake distort positions of the Fermi levels
Therefore, calculated densities, especially for deformed n
clei, must be treated as approximate, and possible sources
error must be kept in mind. In particular, the true densities o
deformed nuclei may have longer tails since, roughly spea
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ing, their elongated form has to be smeared over Euler an
in order to obtain spherically symmetric density in the lab
ratory frame. A more consistent calculation for deform
even-even nuclei would require a projection of the deform
HF wave function onto zero angular momentum subspa
The projected wave function should then be used to calcu
the one-body density. Such a task is still very demand
numerically and beyond the scope of the present study.

In spite of the approximate character of our nuclear de
sity calculations we used also HFB theory@30,31# in order to
assess modifications introduced to HF results by the resid
pairing interaction. In the present case it must be dist
guished from the very often used HF1BCS method, in
which the pairing correlations are included using the BC
prescription to self-consistent orbitals. In the latter case,
partial occupation of orbitals above the Fermi level leads t
nonzero, though usually minuscule, occupation of orbitals
positive energy~in the continuum!. Since such orbitals are
not localized, this implies that they dominate the nucle
density at large distances which is a completely unphysi
effect.

The applied HFB code also uses the coordinate repres
tation and the HFB equations are solved on a spatial me
The proper analysis of the asymptotic properties of tw
component quasiparticle wave functions shows@32# that the
HFB ground state wave function, even containing pairi
correlations, is always localized if bound. The asympto
form of the occupied negative-energy quasiparticle state
as in Eq.~19!, with k defined in terms of the sumEnl j2l,
whereEnl j is the quasiparticle energy andl is the Fermi
energy.

As the effective force we use the ten-parameter Skyr
SkP interaction described in Ref.@32#. It has a virtue that the
pairing matrix elements are determined by the force itse
contrary to other Skyrme-type interactions which define on
the particle-hole channel. In the paired HFB ground state
pairing gap is state dependent. As a simple pairing gap
rameter one can use the pairing potential average over
occupied states.

The ‘‘deep hole’’ correction factor in the HFB method i
calculated using the additional conditionen,l, whereen are
the expectation values of the self-consistent mean-field m
trix @not quasiparticle~q.p.! energies#.

In the last method for the determination of nuclear den
ties, correct separation energies were assured. A sin
particle spherical well, including the central and spin-orb
potentials for neutrons and protons, was assumed. Pro
order of s.p. levels is guaranteed by the form of the potent
Potential parameters were adjusted slightly to obtain the
perimental separation energies, charge rms radii, and
known, the neutron rms radii.

IV. RESULTS

In this section we discuss the partial antiproton absorpt
widths Gn(A21) andGp(A21) for captures on a neutron
and proton, respectively, which produce cold (A21) final
nuclei. The sum of the two is denoted byG(A21). Experi-
ments determine those partial widths relative to the total
sorption widthG tot. The data collected in Table II consist o
two such ratios: sA215G(A21)/G tot and snp5Gn(A
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21)/Gp(A21). The first one,sA21, is a test for a description
of the antiproton absorption. In particular it checks the wea
est points: understanding of the final state interactions a
knowledge of the initial atomic states of capture. If quan
tative understanding is achieved, one can claim control o
the region of nuclear surface where the neutron halo is m
sured. The halo itself is seen via thesnp ratio.

A. sA21 ratios

A typical antiproton absorption scenario is visualized
Figs. 1~a! and 1~b!, which contain some ingredients of for
mula ~18! for the capture widths. The results given in Tab
I showsA21 calculated for some circular atomic orbits tha
are most likely to be the states of nuclear capture. The sha
of (A21) capture densities are determined by the angu
momentuml , strong nuclear absorption, andPmiss and thus
are rather independent of the normalization of the atom
wave functions, i.e., ofn. Thus, these ratios are typical to a
n states. With the angular momentuml increased by one
unit, in particular from the ‘‘lower’’ to the ‘‘upper’’ and
higher l states, thesA21 increases by about 20%. Thus, th
experimental data exclude a sizable fraction of highl cap-
tures but seem less restrictive on the states withl lower than
l lower, where the calculatedsA21 stabilizes. On the other
hand, cascade calculations done in kaonic, hyperonic,
antiprotonic atoms@6,33# show that the nuclear capture from
the latter,l, l lower, is unlikely. Also, these calculations indi
cate an accumulation of the capture probability on two, or
most three, values ofl . This result is consistent with our
capture probabilities, given in Table I, and calculated und
the extreme assumption that thel5 l upper11 circular level is
fully occupied at some stage of the atomic cascade. On
other hand, calculations of Ref.@7# allow a broader distribu-
tion with a 20% share of thel upper11 and higherl states and
a 10% share ofl lower21 values. If that is the real situation
our results forsA21 andsnp would rise typically by a factor
of 1.05. This is the likely uncertainty of the calculations i
Tables I and II due to poor knowledge of the capture orbi
One hopes to clarify some of these points by experimen
measurements of the cascade intensities and absolute cas
intensities in the nuclei of interest@34#.

The sA21 calculated with the AD and other models ar
consistent with most of the experimental data, shown

TABLE II. Comparison of nuclear models. Experimental an
calculated results forsA21 and snp are given. Calculations for
atomic orbitals weighted as in Table I are done withRnp50.82.

Expt. @1# AD HF HFB
sA21 snp sA21 snp sA21 snp sA21 snp

58Ni 0.098~8! 0.9~1! 0.11 0.90 0.110 0.785 0.110 0.78
96Zr 0.161~22! 2.6~3! 0.12 4.9 0.125 2.54 0.117 2.40
96Ru 0.113~17! 0.8~3! 0.10 1.7 0.099 0.944 0.099 0.95
130Te 0.184~36! 4.1~1! 0.12 2.6 0.124 3.14 0.123 3.22
144Sm 0.117~20! , 0.4 0.09 1.9 0.094 1.38 0.092 1.36
154Sm 0.121~20! 2.0~3! 0.10 5.1 0.110 3.34 0.106 2.96
176Yb 0.241~40! 8.10~7! 0.12 4.8 0.111 3.23 0.109 3.50
232Th 0.095~14! 5.4~8! 0.12 7.6 0.087 3.80 0.109 4.65
238U 0.114~9! 6.0~8! 0.13 10 0.092 4.09 0.100 4.31
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Table II. This gives some confidence in the validity of th
final and initial state description. However, there are tw
outstanding discrepancies: Te and Yb.

1. Special cases of130Te and 176Yb

The first case is understood qualitatively, while the se
ond one presents a point of specific interest. It is kno
experimentally@35# that a strongE2 mixing, i.e., coupling of
the atomic and nuclear rotations, occurs in the upper leve
the 130Te atom. This stimulates absorption from the upp
level as indicated in Table I, and induces an effect of alig
ment of the nuclear and atomic spins in the states admixe
the upper level. Thus the orbital antiproton stays closer to
elongated part of the nucleus, as compared to states
equally averaged orientations. Thus, the final pions hav
better chance to miss the nucleus. Calculations yield so
20% enhancement of the total absorption widths due to t
effect @35#. One expects similar enhancement of thesA21
rate. It is also likely that then/p ratio is higher at the poles
of this nucleus.

The strongE2 mixing happens also in176Yb for high
atomic orbits withn514. It is not clear as yet what are th
consequences for the atomic cascade process between
n514 state and nuclear absorption. It is also not clear w
correlation of the atomic motion and nuclear orientation
induced by this effect. Future experimental and theoreti
studies@34# will help to elucidate this point.

Antiproton absorption in the heaviest elements232Th and
238U is accompanied by nuclear fission of the final (A21)
nuclei which, in principle, may affect thesA21 rate. How-
ever, in such nuclei, the radiative rates dominate the fiss
rates for excitations less than the neutron emission thresh
@36#. In the even-odd nuclei of interest this domination
even stronger. Thus, the fission channel is expected
changesA21 only a little, and this is apparently borne out b
the data in Table II.

B. snp ratios

The partial absorption widths are proportional to the e
fective absorptive amplitudes ImtNN̄ for the p̄n andp̄p pairs.
These are not well known, although some average val
follow from the optical potential phenomenology. The num
ber required for neutron halo studies is a rat
Rnp5Imt( p̄n)/Imt( p̄p) which may be taken from other ex
periments. One valueRnp50.63 has been obtained by Bug
et al. @3#, from measurements of charged pions emitted in
p̄ absorption in carbon. Difficulties arise since it include
effects of final state mesonic interactions and the inher
uncertainties of the charge exchange reactions. This valu
Rnp generates mild disagreement with the data of Ref.@1# for
all the nuclei and all nuclear models used here. The res
given in Table I should be compared to the experimental d
in Table II; similar discrepancies are generated by oth
models. A different resultRnp50.81(3) follows from the
stopped antiproton absorption in deuterium@37#. This value
is free from the pionic effects, but the deuteron kinema
conditions, in particular the binding energy, differ from thos
met at the nuclear surface. Another value ofRnp obtained in
4He is smaller and energy dependent. At rest, a num
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Rnp50.48(10) has been deduced from rather involved analy
ses of the final state mesonic interactions in the three nucleo
systems@38#.

In this work we fixRnp from the best fit to our simplest
nucleus58Ni. Our nuclear models yield similar results in this
case and the fittedRnp is very close to the value obtained
from the deuteron. We shall use the latter in our analysis.

The results forsnp are collected in Table II. It is clear that
the crudest model of asymptotic density strongly overesti
mates thern /rp ratios at large distances. This property has
been known already from the neutron pickup studies@10#.
By the same effect, the AD model produces too largesA21
in the heaviest nuclei Th and U. The physics behind it is
quite transparent.

~1! It is vital to have correct separation energies but thes
are not the whole story.

~2! The Coulomb barriers enhance thern /rp ratio anoma-
lously at large distances. That effect has to be offset by she
effects~angular momentum barriers! and correlations.

~3! Proper setting of the neutron skin defined in terms o
mean squared radiiRms(neutrons)2Rms(protons) does not
determine the ‘‘neutron halos.’’ The latter are understood
here in terms ofsnp , i.e., ratios of high moments of density
distributions.

What are the moments involved in the halos measured b
the radiochemical experiment? For zero-range interaction
and Pmiss51 these are the ‘‘Barret moments,’’ i.e., (2l )th
moments due to centrifugal barriers corrected for the atomi
wave functions. ThePmiss andPdh increase the order of the
moments approximately by two units. On the other hand, th
annihilation range effects, i.e., the folding, introduce mo-
ments smaller by two, four, and more units. The joint effect
is best estimated by the dominant 2l density moment in-
volved. As we see from Table II these are very high mo-
ments ranging from 10 in Ni to 18 in U.

The HF method with the SkP force gives roughly the
correct neutron separation energies for~nearly! spherical sys-
tems58Ni, 96Zr, and 144Sm. It underbinds the last neutron in
96Ru by 1.3 MeV but generally underestimates proton sepa
ration energies, e.g., by 1.1 MeV in144Sm and by 3 MeV in
58Ni. This statement is qualitatively true also for the other
deformed nuclei, with the one exception of154Sm, where the
last neutron is underbound by 2.9 MeV. As we have checke
in a separate calculation, the Skyrme force SIII does no
improve the description of the Fermi energies in the studie
nuclei.

Comparison of the data with the HF results shows clea
disagreement for Yb and144Sm and a less pronounced dis-
agreement for Te, Th, and U nuclei. On the basis of a com
parison of calculated and experimental separation energie
one can qualitatively expect corrections to the calculate
sA21 andsnp ratios~remembering that like errors in proton
and neutron Fermi energies tend to compensate each oth
for the snp). In all the cases presented, except144Sm and
176Yb, they go in the right direction.
In order to further understand the asymptotic HF densitie

one can look closer at how many orbitals contribute at larg
distances and test by means of the formula~14! the sensitiv-
ity of the rn /rp ratio to shifts in s.p. energies. In58Ni, at
r57 fm, two orbitals each give about 35% of the neutron
density while three others give about 10% each. For proton
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there is one orbital contributing 56%~the highest one! and
three other contributing about 12% each. Atr515 fm, the
last occupied orbitals contribute 89% and 91% to the neutr
and proton densities, respectively. Of course, the heavier
nucleus, the farther the asymptotic region and the more
bitals contribute to one-body densities in the range 8–15 f
In 144Sm, atr57 fm, four states contribute more than 10%
each to the neutron density~the highest percentage being
24%!; four others contribute more than 5% each. Even at
fm, there are still four neutron orbitals contributing signifi
cantly to rn ~32%, 24%, 20%, and 16%!, the reason being
that their s.p. energies differ by not more than 4 MeV. I
238U, at 15 fm, one must account for four neutron orbita
while only two proton orbitals contribute 79% and 15% t
the rp . Clearly, it is not only the distancer but also the
~sub!shell structure which decides how many orbitals co
tribute.

In order to estimate the effect of s.p. energies on the de
sity ratiorn /rp we have used the following procedure. Con
tributions to the density atr58 fm were used as data and th
extension tor515 fm was performed using Eq.~19!, with
account for the Coulomb barrier. The resulting densities f
96Zr are then larger than the exact HF densities roughly by
factor 7/4 and 9/7 for neutrons and protons, respective
~The rn /rp ratio is then 161 instead of 115.! This error
comes from the influence of the polynomialwl in Eq. ~19!
but we concentrate on the effect of changing s.p. energies
the calculatedrn /rp at r515 fm. A decrease of the neutron
energies by 1 MeV changes this ratio to 94, a decrease of
proton energies by 1 MeV increases the ratio to 234, and
simultaneous decrease of both proton and neutron ener
by 1 MeV slightly decreases the ratio to 137. This give
some feeling as to the sensitivity of thern /rp to the neutron
and proton binding energies.

1. Special case of58Ni

This is our reference nucleus. The input data is certa
and all model calculations produce consistent results. We
Rms(n)53.734 fm andRms(p)53.710 fm@29#, which in the
s.p. approach producesA2151.05 andsnp50.88. These ra-
tios are close to the HF and HFB results from Table II. Th
latter two methods are not perfect: The HF method u
derbinds protons by 0.5 MeV and neutrons by 0.3 MeV
These errors are of no significance, however, since the
sorption is spread over four neutron and four proton s
states.

2. Special case of144Sm

This nucleus displays a proton halo. Qualitatively,
might be due to the closed neutron shell. The separat
energy of neutrons is large~10.6 MeV! compared with a
small ~6.2 MeV! one for the protons. However, this proton
halo effect is not reproduced in our calculations. Both resu
for snp given in Table II and plots of theneutron/proton
density ratios given in Fig. 2 indicate a neutron excess at
surface. The separation energies in our nuclear models
either fitted to the experimental~AD or s.p.! or well repro-
duced for neutrons. For protons the HF model underes
mates the experimental value by 0.9 MeV and that shou
even enhance the proton tail over the real one. This ca
on
the
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indicates again that it is not only the separation energy th
matters for the nuclear tail. The experimental result i
144Sm is not understood and opens the case for more exo
speculations.

One obvious effect of inclusion of pair correlations is a
change in thern /rp ratio in the tail of the density following
from the change in the Fermi energy. At smaller distance
however, this ratio may change in the opposite direction
levels other than the last one contribute to the density.
turns out that in all the cases studied the change in th
rn /rp due to pairing is small up to 14 fm. A much more
pronounced pairing effect on both ratiossnp and sA21
comes from thePdh factor which, e.g., in

232Th changes from
0.52~no pairing! to 0.69~with pairing! at the total absorption
peak atr58 fm. This change more than balances a decrea
in rn /rp ratio, providing for larger values ofsA2150.109
andsnp54.65~see Table II!. The samePdh factor is respon-
sible for an increase of both ratios in238U, to 0.100 and 4.31,
respectively, while the smallerPdh leads to smallersA21 and
snp in

96Zr ~0.117 and 2.40, respectively!. Pairing changes
also sA21 for 154Sm to 0.106 andsnp for 154Sm and
176Yb to 2.96 and 3.50, respectively. Changes due to pairin
are nearly zero for other nuclei.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The radiochemical method, which detects the products
nuclear capture of antiprotons, is a valuable source of info
mation on the relativeneutron/proton density distribution
on the extreme tail of nuclear surface. The main feature
which we want to stress are the following.

~1! The nuclear regions tested are more peripheral tha
those studied by the x-ray measurements in hadronic atom
One measures essentially the 2l moments of the density dis-
tributions wherel is the angular momentum of ‘‘upper lev-
els.’’ These moments are as high as 18 in the heaviest nucl

~2! There are special cases of alignment of nuclear an
atomic angular momenta formed by theE2 mixing which
display highern/p ratios and higher rates of cold single-
nucleon captures. These may test the composition of the po
regions in deformed nuclei. Further studies are recom
mended.

FIG. 2. The ratios of neutron and proton densities calculate
with several nuclear models in the144Sm nucleus. Dashed line, HF;
dotted line, s.p.; dot dashed line, AD; solid line, HFB. The
(A21) ‘‘cold’’ absorption density peaks at 8.6 fm marked with a
dot while its bulk is located between 7.2 and 10.2 fm. The exper
mentalsnp,0.4.
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~3! The uncertainty in the initial atomic state of capture
kept under a fair control by thesA21 rates. However, addi-
tional x-ray experiments would be helpful to clarify thi
question.

~4! Strong neutron halos are observed in heavy deform
nuclei. These are not determined by the binding energies
Coulomb barriers alone. The shell effects~angular momen-
tum! are also important. A few~two or three! of the highest
nucleon orbitals contribute most to the cold capture rates

~5! An interesting case of a proton halo is found
144Sm. It is not understood in terms of single-particle mo
els, and may signal strong nuclear correlations in the surf
region.
is

s

ed
and

.
in
d-
ace

~6! Apart from the144Sm case the nuclear models repro
duce the qualitative features of the observed halos.
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